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Being Arched.  There are three partner arches that I like to use to help people feel the drape 
available in the “mermaid” and “rocking horse.”  The first two positions were introduced to me 
by Leticia Bartlett (yoga teacher) and the third is a Thai massage move that was brought to my 
attention by Vivian Majkowski.   
 

1) B sits on A’s sacrum and gently places one arm at a time over B’s knees.  B then brings 
their hands under A’s arms and rests hands on the front of A’s shoulders and gently rocks 
back.  Adjust the amount of arch to A’s level of comfort.  Sometimes B can get a bit of a 
tremor in the arms that can feel quite good for A.  Rest in Child’s Pose with partner 
assistance.   

2) Partner A is lying on the floor on their belly.  Partner B stands with legs on either side of 
hips and guides A’s hands onto B’s upper calf muscles.  B, still with bent legs, walks 
towards A’s feet and then straightens legs.  Hopefully, A’s chest comes off the ground.  If 
B has the strength for this, B can reach over to A’s shoulders and hold.  A can let go of 
holding onto calves and fully release into the draping arch.  B may want to explore a leg 
tremor in this position.  Partner A rests in Child’s Pose, with B’s assistance.   

3) B kneels on A’s thighs with knees quite snug up against butt.  B spreads weight of their 
legs against the A’s legs.  If A needs, modify so that B’s feet are off A’s legs.  Then B 
hold onto A’s wrists and A hold onto B’s wrists.  B move arms gently to soften around 
the shoulder blades and then lean back bringing up A’s torso off ground.  B can alternate 
more pull on one side than the other.  Rest in Child’s Pose with partner assistance. 

 
There are three partner-supported arches that I like to do to help students find release in the 
“blarney stone.”  I invented the first and a couple of UCI grad students came up with the latter. 
 

1) Partner A moves into arch.  B puts one foot in a helpful area of A’s back.  This could be 
sacrum, lower back, middle back, even upper back.  Second foot is used to support A’s 
head around the occipital ridge.  B might find a leg tremor.  A can let go of heels in this 
position. 

2) Partner A moves into arch and B wraps arms around A’s chest and lifts up.  Usually, A 
keeps their hands on heels.  You can either be sort of side saddle, or if it doesn’t feel too 
intimate, it puts less strain on Partner B’s back if you’re directly in front. 

3) Partner A moves into arch and B moves into “blue-bottomed baboon” to support.  B can 
find a tremor in this position.  Try with A releasing heels.   Or you can do it in reverse.  B 
is in “blue-bottomed baboon” position.  A drapes into arch over B.   

 
Useful to go back to doing the arches on your own to see if there are any changes in effort. 
 
Next investigation—in groups of three, rotating who gets arched (the others assist or are the 
structuring “shadow” or focal point).    
 


